
University of Arkansas Libraries 
Faculty Department Heads, January 17, 2019 
 
Present: Birrell, Gibson, Gilbertson, Herr, Jones, Juhl, Lehman, Pierce, Reilly, Salisbury, 
Thornton 

Excused: Allen, Anderson 
 
Absent: Kulczak, Smith 
 
 
Reports  
 
Associate Dean: Facilities will begin removing shelving on floors 3 and 4 on February 4th. This 
work will take the full month to complete, and will ideally take place at night only, after 2am. 
Send any evening events to Michele Reilly so she can coordinate with Conreal. 

The open-source working group has completed their assessment and has recommended to the 
administration to use: Hyrax as the front end and Samvera as the back-end platforms for digital 
preservation, digital object, and items from the institutional repository. Several questions came 
up during discussion: 

o How to develop a communication plan for continuity of service? 
o Potential OER capabilities of this stack to generate data/research 

products/publishing? 
o Is there the potential to hire graduate students or Honors College students from 

computer science to provide hands-on learning in support of the implementation 
of Hyrax/Samvera? 

The implementation of VOIP as the university’s phone service will begin in February. 
Thornton: The subject selectors will begin the next phase of the serials reviews. There will be a 
GWLA webinar on January 23 to discuss the progress made by the off-set agreements task force 
mostly relating to APC charges. 
 
Jones: Has noticed that the digital screen on the West entrance of Mullins displays outdated 
information. Michele Reilly to follow up with the public relations coordinator. 
 
Pierce: The network upgrade has slightly improved connectivity issues at Physics Library. She is 
finalizing an Open Education Southern Symposium webinar in March. The libraries will host an 
in-person conference again in 2020. Pierce has been working with the Physics department to 
promote undergrad research.  She mentioned that two students had published in top-tier journals. 
She is working on developing an event either annually or once per semester to promote current 
undergraduate research. Together with Jonathan, Jay, Lora, Marianne they are looking at how to 
support the interdisciplinary graduate program in statistics and analytics offered the Department 
of Mathematics.  
Gilbertson: Explained that she serves on the ALA publications committee and can provide 
assistance for those looking to publish or seek professional development opportunities.  



 

Birrell: There’s a new exhibition going in Level 2, curated by Melanie: Art as Book || Book as 
Art. The department has several key priorities they are focusing on this year, including: revising 
their website content, with the help of Web Services; expanding their academic internship 
program; identifying and developing partnerships throughout the state; approaching collection 
development with a focus on diversifying the collection; implementing a digital preservation 
workstation; offering leadership skill development sessions in response to department interest as 
part of professional development. 

Lehman: There have been two openings in User Services, one of which has been filled by 
Stephanie Guenther. The open position is intended to split the person’s time between Mullins 
and LINX not yet filled. Before the break, her team moved 600 boxes to LINX from special 
collections, and assigned those boxes to addresses. They also moved 600-700 titles from the Fine 
Arts Library. The team is currently working with CHBC library personnel to move the collection 
In February they begin moving books from the Physics Library. Lehman will send out 
information about Town hall meetings to discuss changes to appointment, promotion, and tenure 
policy, scheduled for the week of 1/22.  
 
 
Juhl- Shared details about a refreshed ILL page, as well as the Campus Web Data / Faculty 
profiles pages.		Dylan	is	working	on	updating	Content	DM.	

 
 
Submitted:  Lori Birrell 

January 30, 2019 


